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THEN THERE’S 
HANKI
FINNISH LORE IN  

MICHIGAN’S PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS

Our final day in the Porkies consisted of a few 
last-minute laps and two miles of sunny skinning along 
the shores of Lake Superior—an anomaly for that time 

of year, and a great finale to an unusual trip. 
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THE Finnish language has myriad words for 
snow, be it slushy, icy, powdery or sleety. 
There’s even one for the frost that devel-

ops on a car windshield after a particularly bitter night.

 It wasn’t. That bump was the Porcupine Mountains Wil-
derness State Park, home to some of the Upper Midwest’s 
only remaining old-growth forests. Summit Peak, the highest 
point in the park, stands at 1,958 feet above sea level, or 
about 1,400 feet above Lake Superior and just 20 feet short 
of the tallest peak in Michigan. Technically made up of 
three “ranges,” the Porkies are large by Michigan standards, 
complete with small summits, ravines, rivers and “mountain” 
lakes. Like a model train, they have all the important details, 
just on a smaller scale.
 The area is popular with hikers and tourists who ply the 
networks of trails running through the park. But as the most 
isolated of the three, the southern range has no summit tow-
ers, no hiking trails and only one small yurt, which is main-
tained through the winter. The topography of the southern 
range is steep, sustained and relatively tall. 
 Life in this part of the UP has always been built around 
winter. The harsh weather and freezing temps reminded the 
Finnish families, who immigrated to the area in the mid-1800s 
to work the copper mines, of home. They brought with them 
cross-country skiing, wood-burning saunas (that’s SOW-nas, 
not SAW-naws) and their snow god Heikki Lunta, who has 
become something of an UP icon, the centerpiece of parades 
and prayers. 
 Backcountry hut trips are a nonexistent experience in 
the Midwest, and so our group spanned from fellow ski 
patrollers to shop coworkers to a guy I first met in my drive-
way, all eager to get in on the adventure. It was an exciting 
undertaking for Midwesterners raised on 500-foot-long 
racecourses and park laps. 
 As we packed, pored over maps and considered how much 
whiskey we’d need, we watched the skies and did our snow 
dances. But a thaw in early February created brutal snow con-
ditions, and 10-day forecasts looked dismal. Heikki was not 
being kind, and for this trip to be successful, he would have to 
change his mind. 

Then there’s hanki.
 It has no English equivalent, but the closest we can get is crust 
not frozen enough to support weight, and just enough to make 
you think it will. I know about the term thanks to a “Yooper,” a 
native of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula [UP], to whom I’d talked 
the day before a backcountry ski trip to Michigan’s Porcupine 
Mountains. After listening, he kicked the snow at our feet.
 “Ya know what we Finns call this?” he said in a distinctive 
UP accent. “Hanki. Crust. It’s a hell of a time to walk through 
if the temperatures don’t drop.”
 The word bounces in my head three days later, as myself 
and eight others spend the morning skinning along an old 
railroad grade, only slightly less overgrown than the surround-
ing underbrush. After a warm March night, temperatures have 
risen dangerously close to the mid-30s. There’s not much we 
can do, so we duck our heads and forge on.  
 By 3 p.m. we stand atop a 1,200-foot mound of steep, rocky 
terrain, one of the higher points in the Porcupine Moun-
tains—called the “Porkies” by locals—in one of the remote 
corners of the UP. The ridge seems to rise out of nothing: To 
the north is Lake Superior, a vast, icy expanse that trails off 
into vibrant blue. To the south lies many miles of flat, brown 
land, broken by the occasional stand of pine or spruce. 
 The Porkies can receive heavy lake-effect snowfalls, which 
can mean impressive snow totals and the potential for im-
pressive skiing. Today it’s all low branches and chunky snow 
below, and we nod to each other before dropping in, ready 
for whatever’s ahead: Slush, corn or some grade-A hanki.  

I had a topographic globe in my room when I was a kid, 
and I remember running my fingers along the Rockies 

and Appalachians for hours, feeling their ravines and peaks 
and canyons. Where I lived in Michigan, however, was always 
disappointingly flat, save for one miniscule bump along the 
far west side of the Upper Peninsula, so small it could have 
passed as a manufacturing mishap.

TOP • Porcupine Mountains Ski Area is tucked 
near the small town of Ontonagon, MI, 
population 1,400. No hot tubs, overpriced 
coffee drinks or tube parks here; just a 
tiny log lodge, 700 feet of elevation and 
a 200-inch average annual snowfall. 

BOTTOM LEFT • Considering our relatively 
flat and short daily itineraries, we decided 
to splurge on provisions and pack a bit 
of meat—four pounds of venison, four 
pounds of bacon and two pounds of 
steak, to be exact. Totally worth it. 

BOTTOM RIGHT • Amanda Monthei 
displays a map of the Porcupine 
Range—half topo lines, half blue space, 
as the range is jammed against the North 
America’s largest freshwater lake.
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S pring in Michigan is notoriously moody, and planning 
a yurt-to-yurt trip in Michigan during the first week of 

March meant the weather could bring feet of untouched 
snow or a flash of 80-degree temps. Neither would be out of 
the ordinary.
 The morning of our trip brought six inches of fresh to the 
western UP—our snow dances had been satisfied, if only in 
inches. The blizzard continued as we made the three-hour 
drive, relying on rumble strips to keep us in our lane.
 Our starting point was the Porcupine Mountains Ski Area, 
a quaint, 650-foot hill with sweeping views of Lake Superior 
that make you feel as if you might ski right into the water. 
The area’s only groomer had broken the week prior, so for a 
post-storm Monday the place was almost entirely untracked. 
We took a few fallback laps, just in case. We had no idea what 
to expect in the week to come, and we wanted to say we had 
at least skied something. 
 The fresh lake effect had raised morale, but our insurance 
laps were undeniably dust-on-crust. Still, everyone tried to 
overlook the inevitable as we loaded our packs and made for 
the series of cross-country trails leading to the first yurt, the 
initial stop on our journey toward the Porkies’ larger slopes. 
 After a dozen hours of touring, by the second night the 
nine of us had reached the Lost Creek Yurt, the most remote 
and topographically promising. At 16 feet in diameter and 
with a four-person occupancy, it’s also the smallest. In a space 
this cramped, the smell of ski boots and wet socks inevitably 
mixed with that of our dinner of venison tacos, and the result-
ing funk was less than appetizing. A heated game of euchre 
was going down while the rest of us crouched over a crinkled 
map of the Porkies, considering our options. 
 They were not the greatest. Looking at the map, we realized 
we were in for extremely short laps, and our investigations 
cycled back and forth between potential lines before coming 
to a conclusion: The only way to find out was to go skiing. 

B ack on our chosen peak the next afternoon, we prepare 
to drop in. Below is a tumbled mess of indeterminate 

corn, the type that can be anything from soft and playful slush 
to icy cottage cheese. Whatever we find, I’m sure the Finnish 
have a word for it. 
 It only takes a couple turns to find the trip was not in vain. 
We work a ridgeline down to an even steeper slope, a hun-
dred feet across and broken by beautifully spaced trees (an 
unusual occurrence in these Michigan woods). It’s some of 
the steepest terrain any of us have ever skied in the Midwest, 
and we hoot and holler while descending through the tower-
ing, old-growth white pines, popping off crusty pillows and 
smearing turns atop questionable snow.
 “That was the best skiing I’ve done in Michigan,” is the 
common refrain among the group. Smiling faces nod around 
the circle as we discuss whether we have time for one more lap 
before sunset. 
 The next day is much of the same. A mix of ice, chunder 
and the infrequent shade-hidden pow keeps us alternating 
between loving the place and hating the weather, while the 
skin out is interrupted by map glances and laps on smaller 
peaks en route to our final yurt.  
 While bushwhacking to one of these prominences for a 
couple corny turns, another Finnish word with which English 
can’t compete comes to mind: Sisu. It’s a mishmash of “perse-
verance,” “determination,” “hardiness” and “guts.” 

BELOW IS A TUMBLED MESS OF INDETERMINATE CORN, THE TYPE THAT CAN 

BE ANYTHING FROM SOFT AND PLAYFUL SLUSH TO ICY COTTAGE CHEESE. 

WHATEVER WE FIND, I’M SURE THE FINNISH HAVE A WORD FOR IT.

TOP TO BOTTOM • Hot pow and hardwoods. 
Colten Moore avoids the hanki while enjoying 
the Porkies’ old-growth forest, one of the 
largest in the eastern United States.

Coonskin hat and harmonica? Check. Axe, 
flannel and unkempt beard? Check, check 
and check. We’ve officially gone full Yooper. 


